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ABSTRACT 

In this article, semantic change may also occur when native speakers of another 

language adopt English expressions and apply them to activities or conditions in 

their own social and cultural environment. Common types of semantic change 

include amelioration, pejoration, broadening, semantic narrowing, bleaching, 

metaphor, and metonymy. The categorization of semantic change – that is in this case 

the ways in which words can change their meanings – used to be the major field of 

interest in historical linguistics for a long time. 
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АННОТАЦИЯ 

В этой статье семантическое изменение может также произойти, 

когда носители другого языка перенимают английские выражения и 

применяют их к действиям или условиям в своей собственной социальной и 

культурной среде. Общие типы семантических изменений включают 

улучшение, уничижение, расширение, семантическое сужение, обесцвечивание, 

метафору и метонимию. Категоризация семантических изменений — то есть, 

в данном случае, способов изменения значения слов — долгое время была 

основной областью интересов исторической лингвистики. 

Ключевые слова: проектирование материалов, инструмент, цифровые 

технологии, низкотехнологичная деятельность, среднетехнологичная 

деятельность, высокотехнологичная деятельность, Padlet wall, Британский 

национальный корпус.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Enhancement of technology provided us with an opportunity to apply digital 

technology into classrooms and to increase the effectiveness of the lesson with the 

help of modern technology that is considered to be one of the actual criteria of the 

21st century. However, while applying one or another technology we sometimes 

https://www.thoughtco.com/native-speaker-linguistics-1691421
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-the-english-language-1690652
https://www.thoughtco.com/amelioration-word-meanings-1689082
https://www.thoughtco.com/pejoration-word-meanings-1691601
https://www.thoughtco.com/broadening-semantic-generalization-1689181
https://www.thoughtco.com/semantic-narrowing-specialization-1692083
https://www.thoughtco.com/semantic-bleaching-word-meanings-1689028
https://www.thoughtco.com/metonymy-figures-of-speech-1691388
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forget to consider whether a particular technology is accessible, flexible for all 

learners and target group, whether instructional approaches meet learners` needs, 

whether technology provides interaction between learner and learner, learner and 

teacher, whether it is new, appealing enough to attract the learners, whether it is used 

purposely to develop language skills. 

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

Now we will look through 3 approaches of applying digital technology into 

learning process with different activities on the same topic:  

1. Low tech approach 

It is stated that text-driven approach in materials development is considered to 

mean not only writing materials effectively, quickly, but also articulating and 

developing their own theories. This type of approach has its own framework which 

help materials developers to follow and create their own materials. Moreover, the 

activities developed on the basis of this approach enable learners to achieve 

interaction between the text and learner`s sense, feelings, intuitions [Tomlinson, 2003: 

109p.]. 

 While designing the first activity which is considered to be low-tech activity, 

the steps stated in the framework of designing materials are followed: 

1. Readiness activities: In this stage, we tried to use personalization that assists 

learners to associate their personal feelings, intuitions with the content of the text 

2. Experiential activities: in this stage, we focused on linking the thought and 

facts expressed in the text from the readiness activity when they had a chance to be 

exposed to the situation 

3. Intake response: in this stage learners had an opportunity to use their inner 

speech while interacting with their classmates 

4. Development activity: students were supposed to do different tasks to 

relocate writer`s view, and respond to it.  

This activity states the learner in the center of the learning process which is one 

of the main principles CLT method. 

Activity 1 Letter to generation (30 min.-low-tech activity)  

Pre-listening:   

a) Ask students to think about the year 2100. Tell them to imagine that they 

survived and live at that time. Ask them to clearly picture the environment: What is it 

like? What are the cities, villages like? Ask them about their feelings about the time 

they are living. 
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b) Pair work: Tell learners to work in pairs and describe the environment they 

imagined by sharing their feelings about 2100 year.  

Assessment of the task: Informal. Give some feedback having listened to the 

opinions by supporting teacher-student interaction. 

While-listening: Tell the learners they are going to listen to a poem about the 

environment in the future and ask them to compare the pictures in their mind with the 

poem as they listen. Ask them to find similarities and differences between the facts in 

the poems and their imagined picture. 

Listening:   

Dear future generations, Sorry 

(The extract from the poem “Dear future generations: Sorry by Prince Ea) 

Dear future generations Sorry 

I think I speak for the rest of us when I say  

Sorry 

Sorry, we left you with our mess of a planet 

Sorry that we were too caught up in our own doings to do something 

Sorry we listened to people who made excuses to do nothing…. 

I hope you forgive us.  

We just didn’t realize how special the Earth was like a marriage go wrong 

Like, we don’t know what we had until it was gone…. 

For example, I am guessing you probably know what is the Amazon desert  

Right? 

We believe it or not it was once called the Amazon rainforest 

 and there were billions of trees there 

All of them gorgeous and … 

Oh… You don’t know much about trees. Do you? 

Well let me tell you trees are amazing. I mean we literally breathe the air they 

are creating 

They clean up our pollution or carbon,  

They store and purify water, 

 give us medicine that cures our diseases,  

food that feeds us which is why I`m so sorry 

To tell you that we burn them down 

Cut them down with brutal machines horrific at a rate of 40 football fields every 

minute 
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That`s 50 % of all the trees in the world gone in the last hundred years. Why? 

• Group learners into for small groups and ask them to work in group and discuss 

the similarities and differences between the imagined future and facts in the poems 

• Illustrate the photos on the screen, hand out the printed version of the poem 

and ask each group to associate the photos with the facts in poem: 

Picture I Environmental problems 

 
Post listening 

Assign each group with different tasks: 

Group A: describe the main idea of the poem with illustrations 

Group B: write a letter to the future generation and state what you are leaving 

them(using verbs and expressions of probability) 

Group C: write a short newspaper report (of 60-80) words about one of the 

distractions to the nature 

Group D: Role play. You are, TV-reporter, preparing a video about life in 

Africa. You are asking local people about damage that is done to the environment. 

Interview them. 

2. High-tech approach 

While preparing this activity, the proposed framework by Motteram was taken 

into consideration. According to his framework, one is supposed to make an 

emphasis on whether a particular technology is accessible, flexible for all learners 

and target group, whether instructional approaches meet learners` needs, whether 
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technology provides interaction between learner and learner, learner and teacher, 

whether it is new, appealing enough to attract the learners, whether it is used 

purposely to develop language skills [Motteram, 2011:303p].  

Taking into consideration these criteria, Padlet wall is used. This online tool 

allows teachers to prepare different tasks related to the language skills, upload, 

download materials for learners, to assign tasks, to conduct online discussions. 

Moreover, By connecting it to Corpus, learners are able to find themselves frequently 

used words, word collocations, grammar structures, share them with their classmates. 

That is to say it can help learners to learn language aspects in an inductive way. If the 

first activity was based on the enhancement of learner`s listening and speaking skills 

in collaboration, the second one focuses on developing learners` reading, writing 

skills and lexical resource. Moreover, teachers can easily change the tasks and make 

it for learners who prefer to learn independently. This means that the used technology 

can meet learner`s need not only in terms of language need, but also in terms of their 

multiple learning styles. Moreover, Padlet can be used for in-class activities or it can 

be utilized to be used outside the classroom. 

Activity 2: (High-tech activity) Padlet wall 

Ask students to enter the classroom Padlet wall 

 
Pre-reading  

Task: Ask students to watch the video posted on Padlet and post their comments 

on Padlet wall 
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What is the message conveyed in the video?  Support your answer by providing 

the evidence 

Which scene triggered you most? Why? 

While reading 

Ask students to skim /scan the passage and do 

a) Matching exercise 

b) Answering the questions 

 

 
Assessment: Formal. Check the answers. Give 1 point per each correct answer 

(Matching Task- 4 questions, 

Comprehension check 6 questions) 

Vocabulary teaching: British National corpus 

A. Group the class forming 4 small groups. Provide each group with words and 

word combinations highlighted in the passage. Ask each group to use link provided 

on Padlet wall and find out followings: 

a) The meaning of the word 

b) The frequency usage of the word 

c) The word formations 

d) Collocations 
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e) Making up examples by using active vocabulary and expressions of certainty 

(must, may, to be supposed to, to be likely to) 

B. Ask each group to share their findings on the Padlet wall 

Assessment: Informal. Check examples provided by each group. Give oral 

feedback to each group and explain mistakes. 

 
Post- reading 

Commenting: Ask students to watch the video again and leave their comments 

about why and how people have to preserve the Amazon rainforest on the You tube 

video shared by Padlet wall using active vocabulary they learned.  

 
3.  Moderate level of technology use  
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The last activity which is considered to be re-design-based digital activity. 

According to Hockly (2012), this type of activities can enhance learners` skill of 

paraphrasing, and knowledge about issues of copyright, and plagiarism, which are 

also important skill to acquire[Hockly, 2012:108p.]. 

Activity 3.  Parody (Moderate level of technology use) 

(This task can also be used as a home task) 

Pre-task: Questionnaire: 

In Group of 4 develop 5 questions which you would like to ask from World 

Environment Conservation Organization. 

Ask each group to change the questions and rewrite them by paraphrasing 

Assessment: Check the used grammar, vocabulary and paraphrasing skills. Give 

oral feedback by explaining the mistakes. 

While task: 

Share the link of the video. Tell student to watch short video on You tube about 

the environment problems (2 minute videos) and take some notes. And rewrite the 

news by paraphrasing. 

Post task: 

Ask each group to make the parody of the video and post it on Padlet wall. Each 

student in the group should watch and put their “likes” by clicking. Aware them that 

they cannot vote for their own video prepared in their group.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Before implementing one or another technology to class, the advantages and 

disadvantages of the material regarding to the content, matches with the principles of 

curriculum, and most important one the intelligibility of teachers how to use it should 

be taken into consideration so that it will not interfere learner and teacher role in the 

class. Of course, the appliance of multimedia that serves as a contribution to the 

teaching and learning process is likely to raise the productiveness of the lesson, yet 

the wrong use or not an appropriate choice on materials can cause the process to stifle. 

Moreover, teachers should be instructed how to use them and apply to their lessons. 

The most effective way to apply the technology is to piloting which can consider 

whether the material you are going to use is applicable in terms of teaching methods, 

course syllabus curriculum principles and of course, desired outcomes.  

If teachers pay attention to every individual and design lessons taking into 

consideration of learners` needs, assessing their skills by differentiating instruction 

and giving opportunity to learners to assess themselves by working different level 
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language learners they are supposed to receive positive washback and, in turn of 

course will be motivated. That is to say teachers manage to guide their learners to 

success. The role of those educators is a pursuer who search for the best way for 

language learners to learn second language through time and diverse spaces where all 

learners can feel confident, equal to learn, interact and acquire the language they are 

learning.   
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